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Closure Homomorphisms 
The theory of closure homomorphisms will be patterned after the LISLMI 
theory of homomorphisms for algebraic systems (cf. [3], [4]). In this paper 
WC‘ will see that the closure congruences submit to a simple axiomatization, 
and also if the closure space is algebraic, then we have a fundamental represen- 
tation theorem. 
A closure space (see [2]) is an ordered pair (C, S) where C is a clos~~re 
operator on the set S (ix., C is an extensive, monotonc, and idempotent set 
mapping). If 0 is a hornomot-phism from an algebra (S, 9) into an algebra 
(S, , .<) (for the definitions see [3], [4], etc.) and (C, 5’) and (C, , S,) arc 
the runonlcal closure spaces associated with (S, .F) and (S, , -8) respcctivel> 
(i.e., C(P) is the smallest subalgebra containing P, etc.), then we have the 
identit! 
O[C(P)] -. C,[fI(P)] for all 1’ in S. 
\Yc abstract and define a rl0rwe lwwzomfw~/7lswz to hc a mapping H from a 
closure space (C, S) to (C, , ‘Si) satisfying the identity C,O flC. [It is 
interesting to note that had MC started out with relational structures (A’, %‘) 
(set [3]) instead of algebras (S, ,F), the corresponding condition would have 
been 8C C C,B, which for additive closures is precisely the study of continu- 
ous functions).] 
For any mapping 0 from S into S, vvvc know that &‘H, considered as a subset 
of S X S, is an equivalence relation. The equivalence relations on a closure 
space (C, S) which we form in this manner from closure homomorphisms will 
be called closuw congruences, and the farnil! of closure congruences for (C, S) 
will be denoted by 32(C, S). 
In the study of a general algebra (S, ,F) MC‘ find that congruences arc 
intrinsically characterized as equivalence relations which arc subalgebras of 
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the product algebra (S, 9) x (S, S) (see [3]). The following theorem will 
give an intrinsic characterization of closure congruences. [Where we consider 
an equivalence relation E to induce a set mapping E(P) = {y : (x, y) E E 
for some x in P).] 
Ll+nvrx 1. Let E be the equivalence relation associated with the closure 
homomorphism 8 : (C, S) ---f (C, , S,), (i.e.,E = H--IO). Then ECE - EC. 
Proof. ECR -~ &VU--‘0 ~- O-‘C,OO-lH = 0-‘Cl0 = 0-W - EC. 
By simple examples we can show that not every equivalence relation will 
satisfy such an identity, so the above lemma gives a genuine restriction on the 
equivalence relations which are congruences. 
LI:~~M~ 2. If (C, S) is a closure space and E is an equivalence relation on S, 
then the ,followin~ are equivalent: 
(i) ECE -7 EC 
(ii) CK = EC 
(iii) CI: C EC 
Proof. From ECE = EC follows ECEC :.-: ECC = EC, and since 
EC C WC C ECEC, we see that (i) -- (ii). Clearly (ii) ~--;- (iii), and from 
CE C EC follows ECE C EEC = EC, so (iii) -‘- (i). 
LEvIn,r.\ 3. Let (C, S) be a closure space and E an equivalence relation on S 
such that ECE = EC. Let S, =-- S/E and define C, to be &p-l, where /L is 
the canom’cal map from S onto S, . Then C, is the unique closure on S, such 
that I-L is a closure homomorphism ujith congruence E. 
Proof. C, is clearly extensive and isotone. Also C,’ &,u -‘&II--~ --- 
&&C,U r = ,.&C~-l = ~~-‘&~-r ::. f~Cp--’ = C, , so C, is idempotent. 
To show that ,U is a homomorphism we note that PC == ~~-r,& .: pEC I= 
rrECB = &B ::= (&L-‘)~ -= C+. The uniqueness of C, is straightforward. 
TIIEORE11 I, If (C, S) is a closure space and E is an equivalence relation 
on S, then B t S;(C, S) q and only if ECE -== BC. 
II. A KEPRESESTATION THEOREM 
Lrxnr3Lt.k 4. Let E E Si(C, S) and P, fJ b e subsets of S satisfying E(P) C E(Q); 
then for any x E C(P) there is a y E C(Q) such that .rEy. 
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Proof. Note that C(P) C CE(P) C CL?(Q) C EC(Q). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose I? is a congruence for the closure space (C, S) where C 
is algebraic (i.e., C(P) :=: u {C(Q) : Q C P, Q$nite)). Then there is an abstract 
algebra (S, 9) whose canonical closure is C and such that E is a congruence for 
(S, 9) in the sense of general algebra, and 9 consists solely of ,symmetrical 
operations. [An operator .f (x1 ,..., x?,) is symmetrical if its value is inaariant 
under permutations of the arguments.] 
Proof. First, well-order S in such a manner that if x < y and s $y, 
then for xiEx and y&y we have x1 -: yi . For each finite set Q in S and each 
x E C(Q) define the map fo.,,, by: 
fc&* I.‘., .%) =- x if {a, ,..., .x,,) : 0 [where ?z : Card(Q)] 
= y if (x1 ,..., .~,~j f Q, .xJq, , where 
{cl1 ?...> %,I Q, and y is an element 
in C((x, ,..., sn)) which is equivalent to .v 
=:: inf{x, ,..., .Y,~] otherwise. 
In this definition we consider (x1 ,..., x’,} to be a set (rather than an n-tuple). 
Also there is usually more than one candidate for y-select any one (the 
existence of such a y is guaranteed by Lemma 4). Clearly each fo,r is a 
symmetric operator, and if each argument is replaced by an equivalent 
element, the values of the operator are equivalent (with respect to E). Then, 
considering the elements of C(+) as nullary operations, we obtain the desired 
algebra by letting 
.% { fQ.J : 0 c s, x EQj u C(4). 
THEOREM 2. Let 8 be a homomorphism from the algebraic closure space (C, S) 
onto the closure space (C, , St). Then we can ‘$t” the spaces (C, S) and (C, , S,) 
with abstract algebras (S, 9) and (S, , &) such that (i) f3 is a homomorphism 
.from (S, 9) to (S, , q), and (ii) the algebraic structures induce the respective 
closures. 
Proof. Consider the congruence O-l0 on (C, S) and apply Lemma 5 to 
obtain an algebra (S, 9) which induces (C, S) and for which 8-W is a con- 
gruence for (S, 9). Then define an algebra (S, , .PJ by requiring that g E 9r 
iff there is an f E ,F such that 
Of (.x1 ,...) XJ g[@,) ,..., B(s,)] 
for all x1 ,..., xn E S. With this the theorem follows easily. 
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